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Abstract

Existing drive reliability techniques such as RAID [5]

have a fixed redundancy scheme. These techniques do

not take the health of the underlying media into consid-

eration while creating redundant data. Also, different

drives like SSDs and conventional disks exhibit varying

failure patterns [1]. Hence a generic scheme may not

work for all media types. Additionally, such schemes

assume disks follow a fail-stop model [7]. Moreover,

the rebuild times for complete drive failure schemes are

high and drastically affect the active I/O workload. With

increased drive capacities and a constant throughput,

rebuild times continue increasing exponentially [3].

Furthermore, the existing reliability techniques do not

account for correlated failures. [6]

We propose DyRe, a Dynamic Redundancy technique

that varies redundancy associated with data based on

the health of the storage media below the data. More

redundant information is stored for data on unreliable

media. For data on reliable media, less redundancy is

stored to optimize storage capacity. DyRe improves

failure resiliency of drives within a node or a rack. We

assume an overall global resiliency scheme for failure

resiliency across racks [2]. With a more failure resilient

rack, we can decrease the frequency of expensive cross

rack rebuilds. Also, decreasing intra-rack failures will

bring down operational costs for drive configuration and

replacement. We provide a certain reserved storage for

keeping storage health aware redundancy data. A health

monitor gives us information about an impending disk

sector or block failure. We incrementally create redun-

dant information for data that lies on media impending a

failure.

We propose using a number of techniques to detect

impending storage failures. For example, we use latent

sector errors reported by S.M.A.R.T. counters to detect

impending failures [4]. We also use dtrace to monitor

increased drive I/O latencies for certain blocks. If the I/O

latency associated with a block is high, a possible reason

is the retries made by drive to perform internal ECC and

retrieve inaccessible data [8]. We replicate such blocks

at file system layer using ZFS. Such feedback based

redundancy approach should give stronger resiliency

against partial or complete drive failures within a rack.
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